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Choose to be Wonderful:  Change the World 
 
There are many different ways to help a fellow human being 

But the best is looking past your differences and seeing 

What you can do to put a smile on their face. 

Helping cheer up others makes the world a better place. 

 

That new kid, looking lost, on their very first day? 

Just go over, smile, help them out and say: 

Are you lost? I know the school can get confusing, it’s okay. 

Science? Oh, room two-thirteen is just over this way! 

 

Help that kid who can’t dribble the ball, even if you’re both beginners. 

Excelling while helping someone else out will make you both feel like winners. 

Or help out a stranger by giving them your seat 

It’s kind to give someone the chance to relax and get off their feet. 

 

I can change the world by brightening someone else’s day 

Show a little color when the world can feel so grey. 

I can change the world by doing so many different things 

When I know I’m helping someone out my heart always sings 

 

Send a letter to your grandma up in Maine,  

When your grandchildren don’t write life gets lonely and mundane. 

Or go say hi to someone alone who has been excluded 

When you both connect and start to laugh, then you’ll be glad you did. 

 

Use a fabric tote bag when you’re shopping at the store 

Avoid the shopping bags to create less plastic waste, not more. 

When you’re done with your chips stick the trash in the bin 

Make sure it has a lid so animals don’t get in. 

 

No bit of kindness is ever wasted 

Today you may slid, tomorrow you may skid 

But stand up tall and keep on fighting  

Just focus on whoever’s darkness you are lighting. 
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